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Abstract 

 

Since the resignation of Margaret Thatcher in 

1990, right wing politicians were incapable to inspire 

masses and provide the British citizens with an adequate 

and accurate solution for the country. In 2010, everything 

changed. David Cameron, a young conservative politician 

stood up and elaborated on his dream for future Britain, 

his vision of tomorrow's society. A society rebuilt on the 

conservative values of honesty, hard work and patriotism. 

A society forging ahead with the ideals of voluntarism, 

social awareness and individual activity. A society free of 

governmental intervention and supervision, a Big Society. 

The Prime Minister has described the Big Society project 

as his “mission in politics” and has pledged “to fight for it 

every day, because the Big Society is here to stay.” The 

foreword to the Coalition Agreement states that the Big 

Society project has “the potential to completely recast the 
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relationship between people and the state: citizens em-

powered; individual opportunity extended; communities 

coming together to make lives better”. The Big Society pro-

ject has been linked with the ideas central to major reli-

gions, with the Bishop of Leicester suggesting it has “reso-

nances with a vision for society that is profoundly Chris-

tian”. A further historical context can be found in the ‘little 

platoons’ described by Edmund Burke in his ‘Reflections 

on the Revolution in France’ (1789). This research exam-

ines the implementation of the “Big Society” ideology as 

well as the results it effected in the UK. Furthermore, it 

attempts to examine the historical background and its po-

tential application to other countries apart from Great 

Britain.  
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What is the Big Society 
 

The Big Society is a political ideology developed in the 
early 21st century. The idea proposes "integrating the 
free market with a theory of social solidarity based on 
hierarchy and voluntarism". Conceptually it "draws on 
a mix of conservative communitarianism and libertar-
ian paternalism". Its roots "can be traced back to the 
1990s, and to early attempts to develop a non-
Thatcherite, or post-Thatcherite, brand of UK conser-
vatism" such as David Willets' Civic Conservatism and 
the revival of Red Toryism. Some commentators have 
seen the Big Society as invoking Edmund Burke's idea 
of civil society, putting it into the sphere of one-nation 
conservatism.

1
 

 Big Society changes were first articulated by 

Phillip Blond, a theologian, lecturer and founder-

director of the conservative UK think tank Res Pub-

lica. Blond was an advisor to David Cameron before 

the 2010 election and published his prescriptions for 

transforming the role of government in his book  

Red Tory: How the left and right have broken Britain 

and how we can fix it. 

Big Society has its roots in the thought of 

Steve's Hilton's perspective of society. Hilton was the 

Conservative's Party director of strategy in the suc-

cessful 2010 national elections. His “manifesto” 

brought a fresh breeze into U.K. Politics in every as-

pect of the political, economic and social life of 

Great Britain. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volunteering
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soft_paternalism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soft_paternalism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thatcherism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Willets
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_Tory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edmund_Burke
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Civil_society
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One-nation_conservatism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One-nation_conservatism
http://www.respublica.org.uk/
http://www.respublica.org.uk/
http://www.faber.co.uk/work/red-tory/9780571251674/
http://www.faber.co.uk/work/red-tory/9780571251674/
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The battle of ideas about the Big Society is 

driven by a desire to inform public policy, but at the 

core of this battle are important implicit assump-

tions about human nature in general and adult com-

petencies in particular. We need to make these as-

sumptions more explicit. As Steve Wyler, Director of 

Development Trusts Association puts it:  

“The battle of ideas is, at its heart, a debate 

about the capability and potential for ordinary peo-

ple, especially those living in low-income communi-

ties, to play a direct part in controlling resources and 

exercising power. For those who take the view that 

such people represent a liability…then Big Society 

becomes essentially a philanthropic and moralizing 

effort. If so, the Big Society is unlikely to suc-

ceed…On the other hand, for those who regard such 

people as assets, or at least as potential assets, rather 

than liabilities, the Big Society could, in principle, 

have much to offer, if only it can be built on firm 

foundations.”2  

Qualitatively, the Big Society’s goal is to 

compel a more robust citizenship, in which people 

must not only pay taxes and refrain from doing ill 

but actively seek to do good. 

It is debatable whether asking citizens to do 

more while the government does less is a function of 

confidence or of desperation on Cameron’s part. By 

any measure, his attempt to kick-start civic engage-
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ment amid the most severe retrenchment of the Brit-

ish state since 1945 is audacious.  

David Halpern said: “Anyone who thinks the 

Big Society is not radical does not understand what 

the Big Society is.”3 

The foundations of the Big Society can be 

seen in the Conservative Party’s localism paper, Con-

trol Shift: Returning Power to Local Communities, 

Policy Green Paper No.9 (The Conservative Party, 

2009) in which Cameron calls for a radical ‘decen-

tralization to revitalize democracy and strengthen 

community life’. This was to be realized through a 

five pillar strategy in which power would shift from 

the state to local communities:  

1. Giving local communities a share in local 

growth 

2. Freeing local government from central con-

trol  

3. Giving local people more power over local 

government  

4. Giving local people more power to determine 

spending priorities  

5. Removing regional government  

The Big Society is, for Cameron, a way to dis-

tance himself from the shadow of the Iron Lady’s 

policies while invoking her legacy in announcing 
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himself as the Party’s most transformative leader 

since the nineteen-eighties. While both Mrs. 

Thatcher’s ‘no society’ and Mr. Cameron’s ‘Big Soci-

ety’ appeal to the same ideological heritage, the for-

mer was more focused on the individual, while the 

latter has shifted towards the community.4 

Perhaps, Big Society is just Cameron's at-

tempt to evolve Thatcherism and establish his own 

transformative policy or maybe something much 

deeper. Perhaps, the Big Society policy, could poten-

tially lead to a radical change in the global political 

status quo and change the balance between citizens, 

politics, society and the international community. 

 

Targets and goals of the “Big Society”  
 

In order to transform theory to a tangible 

policy the usage of certain necessary assets is con-

sidered a basic -and of vital importance- prerequi-

site. Setting specific goals and targets is an impor-

tant step towards implementing the “Big Society” 

ideology and seeking its approval from the nation. 

More specifically the Conservative-Liberal 

Democrats coalition government set the targets and 

goals of their policy right from the start. 
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Source: The Big Society Audit 2013  

 

This specific table indicates 3 short/medium 

term changes to be achieved, in order to reach the 

long term desired goal, the “Big Society”. 

 

1) Community Empowerment 

Community empowerment is described by 

the coalition government as “local people taking 

control of how things are done in their area and be-

ing helped to do this by local government and oth-

ers” 

Five indicators towards this direction: 
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1.Individual Influence 

2.Increased Local Control  

3.Transparency and Accountability 

4.Stronger communities 

5.Voluntary sector strength 

When it came into power, the Conservative-

Liberal democrats coalition government, launched 

certain measures in order to augment community 

and local government empowerment: 

 The localism act, including new community 

rights 

 The transfer of community assets  

 New elected mayors for England's major cit-

ies, following a referendum  

 A new “right to data” for the public on gov-

ernment expenditure 

 Community Shares allowing local people to 

raise money to finance community assets and enter-

prises such as shops and pubs. 

 Community Budgeting, which is pooling lo-

cal resources to help troubled families in a number 

of pilot areas 
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 Community First, which is channeling 80 

million of government funds and endowment funds 

to grass roots organizations  

 City Deals and Local Growth Funds to help 

generate jobs by working in partnership with others 

 Neighborhood Planning which aims to give 

communities a greater say 

 A 250 Million community asset fund was an-

nounced in June 2013 to help communities purchase 

assets.  
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2) Opening up Public Services 

Opening up public services is a basic short 

term prerequisite in the attempt to achieve the “Big 

Society” implementation. 

It is described by the government as “public 

sector organizations and individuals demonstrating 

innovative ways of delivering public services and 

charities, social enterprises and private companies 

showing new ways of delivering them”.5 

Seven indicators towards this direction: 

1. Diversification of delivery 

2. Voluntary sector funding 

3. Public services: 

a) more accountable 

b) more responsive  

4. Stronger partnerships  

5. Accessibility of:  

a) contracts to the voluntary sector 

b) commissioning and procurement to the voluntary 

sector 

c) removal of entry barriers 

6. Decentralization and personal control.                                                                                                              
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 7. Civil society input in service design 

 

3) Social Action 

Social action is defined by the government as 

“people being and being encouraged to be more in-

volved in their communities through giving time, 

money and other resources”. Motives and funds are 

of utmost importance in order to cultivate this new 

mentality. 

Therefore, the coalition government has 

launched new policies and initiatives to promote so-

cial action, some of which build on actions under the 

previous government. More specifically, these in-

clude: 
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 National Citizen Service, a summer program 

for 16 and 17 year olds, aiming to have had 90,000 

volunteers by 2014 

 The Community Organizers program to de-

velop new community organizers, together with 

Community First, which provides government fund-

ing and promotes endowments to help stimulate 

grass roots activity, often in deprived areas of the 

country 

 Business Connectors, developed by Business 

in the Community, to encourage local businesses to 

second people to help communities tackle social is-

sues 

 Volunteering and Time Banking, were volun-

teers “deposit” volunteering time and “withdraw” 

equivalent support when they need it 

 A Social Action Fund in target areas such as 

people at or approaching retirement or National 

Citizen Service graduates 

 Changing inheritance tax incentives and 

simplifying Gift Aid 

 Promoting social investment, including so-

cial impact bonds, with the Big Society Capital 

launched in April 2012.The Government's 2013 

Budget included plans for a new tax relief to encour-

age private investment into social enterprises to be 

included in the Finance Bill 2014 
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 The launch of Join In to keep the spirit of the 

London 2012 volunteers alive and Dementia Friends  

 

 

Big Society as a means to achieve reforms 
 

The creation of the Conservative-Liberal 

Democrat coalition government signified the begin-

ning of the “Big Society”. The process of building the 

“Big Society” came together with an appealing prom-

ise: “To put more power and opportunity into peo-

ple's hands” 

The document released by the two parties 

stressed the need of change, not just a financial pol-
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icy but an entire change of mentality within the Brit-

ish society. The reestablishment of the state in every 

aspect of its existence had a basic prerequisite: Ac-

tive citizens  

A new way of thinking and acting within the 

U.K. is undoubtedly stressed with the most assertive 

and explicit way: 

“We want to give citizens, communities and local gov-

ernment the power and information they need to come 

together, solve the problems they face and build the 

Britain they want. We want society – the families, net-

works, neighborhoods and communities that form the 

fabric of so much of our everyday lives – to be bigger 

and stronger than ever before. Only when people and 

communities are given more power and take more re-

sponsibility can we achieve fairness and opportunity 

for all.  Building this Big Society isn’t just the responsi-

bility of just one or two departments. It is the responsi-

bility of every department of Government, and the re-

sponsibility of every citizen too. Government on its 

own cannot fix every problem. We are all in this to-

gether. We need to draw on the skills and expertise of 

people across the country as we respond to the social, 

political and economic challenges Britain faces.” 
6
 

A “Manifesto” of change, of progress and po-

tential prosperity with a meaningful and effective-

honest collaboration between People and State. Eve-

ryone is necessary in order for this ambitious plan to 

succeed. A plan that will turn the drawbacks and 

misfortunes of the past into a great opportunity to 

be “seized” in the future. 
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But apart from a firm and honest union be-

tween citizens and government, people and state, it 

is of utmost importance to form a strategy that will 

inspire this sentiment and stress the need to imple-

ment the conservative ideals into the society. Hon-

esty-allegiance-faith-hard work-patriotism 

The coalition government introduced 5 spe-

cific reforms in order to strengthen the “Big Society” 

attempt: 

1. More power to the communities 

2. Encourage and promote people to take ini-

tiatives within their communities 

3. A transfer of power from central to local 

government 

4. Support of the “Social State” 

5. Transparency through the publishing of 

government data 

These 5 points and their detailed analysis are 

proof that the Big Society is something more than a 

temporary administrative policy, something much 

deeper and with duration. 

“It is a society with much higher levels of 

personal, professional, civic and corporate responsi-

bility; a society where people come together to solve 

problems and improve life for themselves and their 
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communities; a society where the leading force for 

progress is social responsibility, not state control.”7 

An ideology ready to be transformed in po-

litical practice. A real power shift and an honest 

trust building between state and society, the Big So-

ciety. A whole-country effort, and a Conservative 

government taking urgent action to help bring about 

this shift, the usage of all available levers - institu-

tions, funding, social pressure – in order to deliver 

culture change and build the Big Society.  

The conservative ideology for the 21st century 

aims to be implemented by preserving the goods of 

the past in order to engage the future with a national 

approach. 

 

“Big” Citizens for a “Big” Society 
 

The critical point is to acknowledge that the 

ideology of the “Big Society” is not about what gov-

ernment wants instead of what people need, and 

people need to be backed up by their government in 

order to reach their full potential as individuals and 

as a society. To encourage citizens to build up their 

society together by enhancing the conservative val-

ues that unite them is a challenge that conservatism 

of the 21st century will have to face. The “key” ele-

ment is to detect and promote the existing but inop-
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erative mutual interest between individual, house-

holds, community and government. 

The basis of the “Big Society” initiative is the 

principle of participation. Citizens are called to par-

ticipate not in order to aid the government but in 

order to interact with other individuals forging a 

“social-national” alliance based on common interest, 

values and principles. 

Taking participation seriously means recog-

nizing that it is often personally challenging, socially 

divisive or politically contentious, and indeed that 

these are often its defining features. If the core cur-

riculum of the Big Society is that we learn how to get 

along and participate together, we need to face up to 

the implicit demands that this curriculum entails. 

Such a cultural change requires that people grow 

into personal competencies that they may not yet 

fully possess, in order to address complex demands 

with their available psychosocial resources. Such 

contexts may include cooperating with strangers 

from different backgrounds, negotiating with power-

ful people, or intervening to reduce public disorder. 

The Big Society is a society in which individ-

ual citizens feel big: big in terms of being supported 

and enabled, having real and regular influence; be-

ing capable of creating change in their neighbor-

hood.  
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A “Big Citizen” is an individual who is willing 

to take initiative and action, work hard, participate 

in the national debate and promotes solutions for 

his community. The Big Society ideology is about 

getting more people “write on” their situations in-

stead of them being “written by” the government. 

This of course provides a change in the peo-

ple's way of thinking, approaching matters of every-

day life and cautiousness as far as government inter-

ference is concerned. 

The Big Society wants to create an active in-

dividual who depends on his strength and qualities 

without necessarily expecting everything from the 

government. 

Therefore, the government must act and leg-

islate bearing in mind that the people and their 

communities need vital space to develop their abili-

ties and skills.  

The point from which to begin could be the 

very essence, the basic nature of the government:  

“Its size” 

So, one of the main prerequisites for the 

plausible development of the “Big Society” and the 

deregulation of the “Big Citizens”, is a reasonable 

reduction of the government. 
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Big society=Small Government 
 

In order to create vital space for citizens, the 

government ought to be small, flexible and versatile. 

A smaller government is a more flexible and versatile 

government spending money where is really neces-

sary by cutting public lavishness and deficits. 

Much of the 2010 election was fought around 

the issue of the recession and the public borrowing 

deficit. However, whilst economic policy was highly 

salient, there was little fundamental difference be-

tween the parties over what needed to be done. All 

three of the major parties accepted the need to cut 

the deficit through reducing public expenditure. 

What the response to the crisis did reveal was fun-

damental differences between the parties over the 

role of the state and the relationship between the 

state and the market. Labor’s answer to the crisis 

was increasingly a traditional Keynesian and social 

democratic response whilst the Conservatives raised 

the prospect of the ‘big society’ as a mechanism for 

reducing the size of the state.8 

The idea of reducing governmental interfer-

ence is a multi-sector procedure which involves po-

litical, social and economic actions. 

The Conservative party is firmly behind the 

idea. But questions have been asked about the im-
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pact of fiscal austerity on Mr. Cameron’s grand vi-

sion. Some argue that a philanthropy-friendly cul-

ture will emerge only if the government gets out of 

the way. And by some readings, the state is doing 

just that. When excluding money spent on “un-

avoidable statutory obligations”—such as waste re-

moval—local government spending will fall by 

around 65% by 2020. With fewer state-run social 

services, the voluntary sector could fill the gap.9 

And voluntarism is the heart of the “Big So-

ciety” policy. Citizens who “care to be taken care of” 

can take action in cooperation and in conjunction 

with their communities, the fundamental element of 

a society. Through an adequate and accurate policy, 

the deregulation of the “Big Citizens” is a reality. A 

typical citizen is one who simply pays his taxes and 

refrains from doing ill. 

A “Big Citizen” is the individual who also ac-

tively seeks to do good. Good to the country, the 

community, the society and eventually to himself. 

“Massive” government interference has his-

torically been a drawback and posed a constant 

threat to individual action, skill development and 

personal evolution. The Big Society operation acts in 

the exact opposite direction. 

Since his election, Cameron has imple-

mented a range of policy changes under the banner 
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of "Big Society" that are considered to have "rede-

fined the role of the state" and, correspondingly, the 

roles of the private and community sectors.10 

Big Society Capital (BSC), which launched in 

2012, offers funding to social enterprises, which in-

clude voluntary and charitable outfits. It provides 

loans (which must be repaid), rather than grants 

(which are not). And in 2012 it made £57m ($88m) of 

investments. 

Despite the recession, the measures the Con-

servative-Liberal Democrat coalition government 

has implemented are not solely austerity ones but 

have “redistributed” the available funds where nec-

essary in order to aid individual and community in-

dependence through deregulation. 

At the same time, the government is strug-

gling to cut down on unnecessary expenses and 

eliminate budget deficits without affecting the de-

velopment of the “social state”.  

Cameron's approach seems to be very close 

to Matt Ridley's ideas as described in his book “The 

origins of virtue: Human instincts and the evolution 

of cooperation. More specifically Ridley attributes 

observed cooperation on the human level to a single 

force: reciprocity. He argues that reciprocity is not 

just sound business calculation, but is supported by 
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evolved human instincts. Granted these instinctive 

motivations, government is supposedly unnecessary.  

But can the “Big Society” thrive in times of 

recession, austerity and financial crisis? Has the “Big 

Society” plan achieved enough in the U.K. or is it just 

a budget reduction project?  

 

Co-production: The force of Big Society  
 

As described in previous chapters, the 

essence of Big Society is getting people together and 

setting common targets in order to enhance the 

sentiment of cooperation.  

Getting people together, means working 

together, acting together, producing together. And 

co-production is the real force behind the Big Society 

philosophy and Ideology. But in order to achieve the 

merging of all social capital to stick together and 

thrive together, a redistribution of power is necessary. 

According to David Cameron, the Big Society 

constitutes, “the biggest, most dramatic 

redistribution of power from elites in Whitehall to 

the man and woman on the street”.  

The Office for Public Management has 

described the Big Society’s ‘key building blocks’ as 

being: “localism, decentralization, and nurturing 
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responsible and empowered communities”. 

Associated with a rise in volunteering, self-help and 

social enterprises in place of state provision of 

services, its exact scope and meaning remains 

unclear, however.  

The principles underlying the Big Society 

appear to be co-productive in the sense that they 

emphasize active input by citizens and greater 

entrepreneurship among public service workers, set 

free from targets.  

The core economy is made up of all the 

resources embedded in people’s everyday lives – time, 

energy, wisdom, experience, knowledge and skills – 

and the relationships between them – love, empathy, 

watchfulness, care, reciprocity, teaching and 

learning. Similar to the role played by the operating 

system of a computer, the core economy is the basic, 

yet essential, platform upon which ‘specialist 

programmes’ in society, the market economy and 

public services run. Our specialised services dealing 

with crime, education, care, health and so on are all 

underpinned by the family, the neighbourhood, 

community and civil society.[New Economics Foundation 

(2008) Co-production: A manifesto for growing the core economy] 

Here are certain indicators of how the co-

production initiative in the context of the Big Society 

policy can possitively lead to real reforms as far as the 

public sector and services are concerned. 
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The “Big Society”: Implementation and Re-
sults in the U.K. 

 

The implementation of the “Big Society” pol-

icy emerged after the 2010 U.K. general elections and 

the formation of the Conservative-Liberal Democrats 

coalition government. 
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Cameron drew on Blonds ideas in the con-

text of major cuts to public spending, and many crit-

ics view "Big Society" as a new way of presenting a 

longstanding neoliberal preference for shrinking 

government through budget cuts, privatization and 

outsourcing. 

The most substantial difference, at least in 

theory, between "Big Society" and the prevailing 

neoliberal approach to small government was the 

idea that the community sector should take over at 

least as many of the former functions of government 

as the private sector. This stated difference increased 

its appeal to several community sector advocates, 

although its appeal waned for many once it became 

clear that it would be accompanied by major com-

munity sector funding cuts and would be imple-

mented in a way that continued to advantage large 

corporations over small community organizations as 

the providers of outsourced public services.11 

People were asked: Do you think the gov-

ernment’s plans for a Big Society are a good thing or 

a bad thing… 
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The answers were the following: 
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But has “Big Society” aided community em-

powerment? What facts indicate: 

• 5,000 Community Organizers will be trained by 

2015 

• 115 senior Organizers are already in post 

•Community First program launched, providing: 

• £30m Neighborhood Match Fund to support so-

cial action in the some of the most deprived areas of 

the country; 

• £50m Endowment Match Challenge, creating local 

endowment funds to support community projects in 

perpetuity. 

•Localism Act has ushered in: 
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• Devolution of powers and a new "general power of 

competence" for local authorities, freeing them to 

act in the interests of local people 

• Enhanced local democratic accountability 

through directly elected mayors 

• Community right to challenge, enabling commu-

nity groups and local authority employees to express 

interest in running local authority services 

• Community right to bid, giving local groups the 

right to bid to take over assets of community value 

• Reform of the planning system - neighborhood 

planning will allow communities (residents, employ-

ees and businesses) to work together to say where 

they think new houses, businesses and shops should 

go. 

•Whole Place Community Budgets under devel-

opment in four areas. Whitehall secondees are work-

ing alongside local authority staff to redesign ser-

vices around their communities instead of Whitehall 

siloes. 

• A further twelve areas are developing Neighbor-

hood Community Budgets.12 

Another aspect of the “Big Society” policy is the 

open public services. Many question whether the 

U.K. faces a success story or has the effort failed? 

Once again the facts indicate: 
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•Big Society Capital– the first social investment in-

stitution of its kind in the world – launched with up 

to £600m to build the social investment market 

• £3.5m of investments already announced for pro-

jects that support local communities. 

• First 24 Free Schools opened in September 2011 

• The Government has approved 79 new, state-

funded schools to open from September 2012 on-

wards: 55 new mainstream and 16-19 Free Schools 

and 13 new University Technical Colleges. 

• World’s first social impact bond at Peterborough 

prison is fully operational. 

• Mutualization of civil service pension administra-

tion – My CSP Ltd part-owned by its 500 staff 

• 21 Mutual Pathfinders underway 

• £10 million Mutual Support Program will provide 

professional support to new and developing mutual  

• £107m Transition Fund to support civil society 

organizations who deliver public services make the 

transition to a tighter funding environment. 

• An additional £10m Investment and Contract 

Readiness Fund to help charities and social enter-

prises to win more capital investment and public 

service contracts. 
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• A further £16.8m provided to support the not-for-

profit advice sector 

• Almost 300 VCSE organizations are engaged in de-

livering the Work Program.13 

A widely discussed and popular topic refers to the 

effects (positive or negative) of the “Big Society” pol-

icy as far as social action is concerned. The insights 

are the following: 

• £21m Social Action Fund to expand, at speed, 

proven models of social action 

• Innovation in Giving Fund provides £10m to de-

velop ideas that have the potential to create a step 

change in giving 

• Over 8,000 young people took part in National 

Citizen Service in 2011, giving over 170,000 hours of 

service. Up to 30,000 took part in 2012. 

• International Citizen Service pilot began in March 

2011. 

• Over 1,000 young people have already taken part; a 

further 7,000 by 2015 

• Protection of Freedoms Act brings significant re-

ductions in the red tape burden of Criminal Re-

cords Bureau checks and Vetting and Barring. 

• Join In established to build the Olympic legacy for 

volunteering and social action.  
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• Civic Service launched with a commitment of 

30,000 volunteering days a year by civil servants. 

• Giving White Paper sets out the Government’s 

strategy for charitable giving 

The implementation of the “Big Society” policy apart 

from community empowerment extends to 

neighborhood deregulation. Specific measures have 

been voted and conservative party policies aim to 

give new powers and rights to neighborhood groups. 

More specifically: 

“Neighborhoods will be able to bid to take over the 

running of community amenities, such as parks and 

libraries that are under threat.  

 Neighborhoods will be given a right of first 

refusal to buy local state-owned community assets 

that are for sale or facing closure. This will cover as-

sets owned by central government not just town 

halls.  

 Neighborhoods will also have a right of first 

refusal to take over and run vital commercially - 

owned community assets when they shut down – for 

example, those post offices, pubs and shops whose 

continued survival is of genuine importance to the 

local community.  

 We will give neighborhoods detailed street-

by-street crime data, so that they can hold the police 

to account at local beat meetings.  
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 Neighborhoods will be able to start their own 

school, giving them greater control over their chil-

dren’s education.  

 Neighborhoods will be given the power to 

engage in genuine local planning through collabora-

tive democracy – designing a local plan from the 

“bottom up”.  

 We will use the Sustainable Communities 

Act to ensure that neighborhoods have access to 

line-by-line information about what is being spent 

by each central government agency in their area, and 

the power to influence how that money is spent.  

 Allow neighborhoods to create Local Hous-

ing Trusts to enable villages and towns to develop 

the homes that local people want, with strong com-

munity backing.  

 Greater access to funding for neighborhood 

groups, for example the neighborhood element of 

local tariffs raised from development.”14 

It is understandable that many things have been (or 

will be) arranged within the context of implement-

ing the “Big Society” policy. 
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Big society and the Public Sector 
 

Big Society has been described and criticized 

as an anti-public sector movement, aiming to destroy 

public services cohesion and function. Based on the 

recent cuts on the budget, there are few who claim 

that the Big Society initiative poses a severe threat to 

the harmony of the public system as a whole. A 

position farfetched and unfair for a policy that values 

social harmony, prosperity and cooperation. A 

position based on sentiment and not on facts.  

On the contrary, facts indicate that what the 

Conservative-Liberal Democrat government opts for 

is a complete change in the entire spectrum of the 

public sector. The long-term plan is to create citizen-

friendly public services, without spending huge 

amounts of money nor diminishing community 

empowerment.  

The goals and targets of the Big Society 

project include a series of reforms within the public 

sector in order to counteract bureaucracy, 

overcrowded public services and posts where 

personnel is needed.  After extensive debates and 

research, the government has indicated three 

fundamental and of utmost importance shifts for 

Public Services. 

As described in the RSA projects: 

“Three shifts for 2020 Public Services 
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Three profound shifts are needed in public 
services to enable a new focus on social productivity to 
succeed. 

1. A shift in culture 

 Public services must engage and enroll citizens, 
families, communities, enterprises and wider society in 
creating better outcomes as partners. The state, market or 
society alone cannot achieve this. So our goal must be a 
new culture of democratic participation and social 
responsibility. 

  • Rather than allow cash strapped public realm 
services such as libraries, parks and leisure centers to 
close, wherever possible these should be run as mutuals 
by local people. 

  • Parents and local communities should be 
free to agree educational outcomes and codevelop 
curriculums with local schools; ‘free schools’ should not 
be the only new way in which parents can be involved in 
local education. 

  • New lifecycle social accounts should track 
tax, benefits and service use, and allow social 
contributions to be recorded and valued. 

2. A shift in power 

 Our Whitehall model cannot deliver the 
integrated and personalized public services that citizens 
need. We need to invert the power structure, so that 
services start with citizens. 

  • Citizens should control more of the money 
spent on services such as long-term care, health and 
skills, backed up by choice advisers or mentors. 

  • Neighborhoods should be able to 
commission their own integrated services. 

  • Welfare services should be locally controlled; 
with city regions and large counties setting their own 
living wage. 

  • A new deal should be brokered for cities and 
counties, in which they take over primary responsibility 
for strategic commissioning of most public services. 
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3. A shift in finance 

 Public services must be more open, transparent 
and understandable to citizens. 

Contributions and benefits across the life cycle 
must be clearer, allowing citizens to use public services 
responsibly. The way we finance public services must 
reflect the purposes they are intended to achieve. 

  • Citizens should receive annual online 
statement from their social account of contributions 
made and benefits received. 

  • Co-payment and partnership funding 
models should be used where services generate personal 
as well as public benefits, such as higher education, and 
long-term care. 

  • Payment by results should become the norm 
in as many areas of service delivery as possible. 

  • Social impact bonds should be extended, to 
enable local investment in prevention and early 
intervention”  
[http://www.oecd.org/ctp/administration/Together-for-better-outcomes-

Preliminary.pdf]
 

 

So despite the belief that the Big Society is 

here to demolish social structures in the name of a 

small and flexible state, in reality it pursues to do the 

exact opposite. The Conservative approach aims to 

enhance public service efficiency by providing them 

powers, tackle existing problems through the 

involvement of citizens and change the finance 

mentality by promoting the fields that need the most 

instead of throwing away vital resources. 

Big Society through this approach taps into “a 

powerful tradition of mutualism, co-operatives and 
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the social economy”. Flexibility, employee 

deregulation and radical decisive reorganization are 

the key elements on which the Conservative–Liberal 

Democrat government aims to succeed as far as their 

plan for positive and profitable change in the public 

sector is concerned. 

 

 “Big Society Capital” 
 

All the pre mentioned actions, legislations 

and politics need specific funding in order to be im-

plemented. In the context of making the “Big Soci-

ety” a reality, the coalition government launched the 

Big Society Capital. 

Big Society Capital (BSC) is an independent 

financial institution established to develop and 

shape a sustainable social investment market in 

which social sector organizations can access the 

capital they need to increase their positive impact on 

society. We are governed by our social mission and 

reinvest the majority of surplus generated in pursuit 

of that mission.  

Big Society Capital is a ‘social investment 

wholesaler’ which provides finance to social invest-

ment finance intermediaries (SIFIs). These are or-

ganizations that provide appropriate and affordable 

finance and support to frontline charities, social en-
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terprises and voluntary organizations (the social sec-

tor). In doing this we aim to grow the market for so-

cial investment and ultimately increase the amount 

of money available to the social sector. BSC will also 

seek to achieve financial sustainability over the long 

term.  

“Our vision is for:  

A strong, diverse, well-capitalized and sustainable social 
investment market in the UK, through which social sec-
tor organizations can access appropriate and affordable 
finance and support to grow their impact on society.  

Our mission is:  

1. To have a transformative impact on the social invest-
ment market in the UK by supporting social investment 
finance intermediaries to become financially robust and 
able to:  

- Attract greater and more diverse sources of investment;  

- Effectively and efficiently channel appropriate and af-
fordable capital to the social sector; and  

- Provide effective financial and business support services 
to the social sector.  

2. To increase awareness of and confidence in social in-
vestment by:  

- Promoting best practice and sharing information;  

- Improving links between the social investment and 
mainstream financial markets; and  

- Working with other investors to embed social impact 
performance and assessment into the investment deci-
sion-making process.  

Our objectives are:  
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To enable SIFIs to become financially robust, able to at-
tract investment, and able to provide effective financial 
and investment-focused business support to frontline so-
cial sector organizations. We will do this through direct 
investment in SIFIs, co-investing in social-purpose funds, 
or providing SIFIs with subordinated capital.  

To enable new financial products and market infrastruc-
ture to be developed and brought to market. We will do 
this by providing appropriate support, including invest-
ment, to SIFIs that are developing viable, innovative 
products and mechanisms that can attract investment 
and meet a financing need in the social sector;  

To increase the flow of capital into the social investment 
market and, in particular, attract greater and more di-
verse sources of finance into the sector. We will do this 
by helping to develop an effective and efficient market 
infrastructure which will channel greater sums of appro-
priate finance alongside our capital.  

To increase awareness of and confidence in social invest-
ing. We will do this by promoting best practice, dissemi-
nating information, and by creating and supporting fo-
rums for networking and facilitation; and  

To work with other investors to drive best practice in the 
embedding of social impact performance, assessment 
and measurement into the investment decision making 
process.” 

15
 

The investments made by Big Society Capital 

fall into these broad categories: 

1. Specialized funds – These funds have “themes”, for 

example, they might be for investing in specific so-

cial outcomes such as health and social care or a par-

ticular geographical area. Alternatively, they could 

invest in supporting specific types of contracts won 

by social sector organizations. 
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2. General funds – These funds increase the supply of 

capital available to a wide range of frontline organi-

zations. 

3. Social Impact Bonds (SIBs) – SIBs are a way of 

raising finance to deliver payment-by-results con-

tracts. Big Society Capital can invest directly in enti-

ties that are set up to take responsibility for funding 

and the delivery of outcomes detailed by payment by 

results contracts. 

4. Operating intermediaries – These are organiza-

tions that provide support for the social sector, such 

as performance measurement and capital raising.16 

Big Society Capital has been set up to receive equity 

capital from dormant bank accounts of up to £400m 

and £200m from the shareholder banks (Barclays, 

HSBC, Lloyds Banking Group and RBS). During: 

- 2012, £119.4m of equity capital was received, £71.7m 

from the dormant bank accounts via the Reclaim 

Fund Limited and £47.7m from the shareholder 

banks. 

- 2013, £106.0m of equity capital was received, 

£63.7m from the dormant bank accounts via the Re-

claim Fund Limited and £42.3m from the share-

holder banks. 

- 2014, £24.6m equity capital was received, £14.8m 

from the dormant bank accounts via the Reclaim 

Fund Limited and £9.8m from the shareholder 
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banks, taking total equity capital to £250.0m.The 

balance of equity capital will be received over the 

next four years. 

 

 

The Chinese Example 
 

The phrase “Big Society” was used in a report 

written by Liao Xun in 1986 in the context of politi-

cal reform in China. The original paper was entitled 

‘Marx and Engels’s Thoughts on ‘Small Government’ 

and Current Economic Reform’ and was expanded 

and revised before being published in 1988. Later 

articles and reports solidified Xun’s thoughts and 

ideas on ‘small government, big society’ in a book of 

the same title in 1991 ‘Small Government, Big Society: 

Theory and Practice of Hainan’s New System’ and The 

results of Openness in 1993.  

“The model he proposes in this report reads 

like a blueprint for Cameron’s vision of the ‘big soci-

ety’. In it Xun proposes that the government be 

stripped of all but the most crucial of functions, and 

be responsible for only those that the individuals 

and organizations of ‘civil’ society cannot deliver. 

The ‘small government’ that Xun envisioned entailed 

the following departments and functions:  
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• Political Guarantee System  

1. General Department 

2. Administrative Supervision  

3. Personnel 

4. Law Department  

5. Overseas [Chinese] Affairs  

6. Social Service System  

7. Labor Welfare 

8. Physical Training and Public Health  

9. Education and Culture  

10. Minorities and Religious Affairs  

11. Development and Organization System  

12. Trade and Industry 

13. Transport and Resources  

14. Agriculture  

15. Scientific and Technical Development  

16. Economic Supervision and Coordination Sys-

tem  

17. Economic Supervision 

18. Economic Planning  

19. Finances and Taxes  
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20. Urban and Rural Resources and Environment  

In addition, Xun proposed a provincial Peo-

ple’s bank and a Statistical office, the latter intended 

to facilitate society’s supervision of the government’s 

economic work. These sound a lot like the Big Soci-

ety Bank and the shift towards more transparency 

and accountability through publishing of govern-

ment data. The crux of the notion of ‘big society’ for 

Xun is independent, autonomous self- management. 

Government functions will be reduced, bureaucracy 

simplified and a great number of social and eco-

nomic undertakings will be handed back to indi-

viduals, enterprises, social institutions and other so-

cial organizations. For Xun, the individual is the real 

building block and ownership of assets should be 

diverse – including state-owned, locally-owned, col-

lective enterprises. Furthermore, Xun was striving 

for democracy at the grass-roots level and wanted to 

popularize the social autonomous organizations of 

villages and towns to promote the process of democ-

ratization of power in local communities (Brøds-

gaard, 1998:190-196). The overarching theme of 

‘small government, big society’ was appropriated as a 

key political concept by the new political leadership 

in the reform work. The Conservatives decentraliza-

tion green paper Control Shift draws upon lessons 

from abroad in promoting the shift of power from 

the center to the local, referring to the USA, Ger-
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many, France and Sweden among others (2009:7). 

Given the striking similarities between Liao Xun’s 

big society idea and that of Cameron’s, it is surpris-

ing that Liao Xun’s work is not mentioned as the ar-

chetype of the current plan.” 17  

In 2004 after the decision of the Communist 

Chinese Party (CCP) to start a general reform project 

we detect new traits and characteristics that connect 

Chinese reforms with Cameron's “Big Society” 

“Under the slogan “Big Society, Small Gov-

ernment,” the 2004 National Congress of the Com-

munist Party of China (CPC) endorsed efforts to 

construct a “system of social protection, including 

social security, social assistance, and charitable un-

dertakings,” in which “civilian organizations have 

become bridges and belts linking the Party and gov-

ernment with the mass, an indispensable force to 

promote economic development and social progress, 

and play an important role in the harmonious devel-

opment of a socialist civilization.”  

“In addition to granting explicit official rec-

ognition for the first time to nonprofit organizations 

(NPOs) in China, the CPC also committed itself to 

expanding the nonprofit sector under the rubric of 

party leadership, government responsibility, and 

citizen participation. Put another way, citizens shall 

support the growth of the NPOs and these social or-
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ganizations will assist the Chinese government, all 

under the broad direction of the CPC.” 18 

Despite the fact that the differences -as far as 

the political, economic and social system between 

the United Kingdom and the People's Republic of 

China (PRC) is concerned -are chaotic certain Big 

Society ideals seem to be appealing for both the de-

mocratic as well as the communist (authoritarian) 

regimes. 

 

The “Big Society” international ideals 
 

4 ideals indicate an “international consensus” 

and “approval” of the Big Society ideology: 

1. The communitarian ideal 

2. The civic ideal 

3. The democratic ideal 

4. The market ideal 

1) The communitarian ideal evokes images of 

town hall meetings, church assemblies, and a broad 

array of fraternal associations based on gender, ra-

cial, ethnic, linguistic, national, and occupational 

identities and solidarities. These associations resem-

ble Alexis de Tocqueville’s vision of America—the 

benign sociability of primordial communities peo-
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pled by citizens who live and work together and who 

share common values and norms.  

2) The civic ideal constitutes the deregulation 

of citizens and their talent, potential as well as skills. 

Emerging from the community, the civic ideal 

through a gradual evolution expands to the society, 

the “Big Society”. 

“As Paul Boyer notes, the rise of a new civic 

ideal marked the passage from gemeinschaft (com-

munity) to gesellschaft (society) in the Progressive 

Era. First, the Progressive movement ceded much of 

the field of voluntary initiative to government ac-

tion. The challenges of creating sustainable urban 

environments required the massive transfer of re-

sponsibility for public health, safety, welfare, and 

basic utilities from commercial and communitarian 

associations to reforming state and municipal agen-

cies. Apparently, Americans needed government af-

ter all, but of a different kind. Party dominance of 

city government, and the legacy of corruption and 

party patronage associated with it, increasingly came 

under attack by those favoring nonpartisan munici-

pal elections. Reconstructed executive branches of 

federal, state, and local governments headed up bu-

reaucratizing and professionalizing civil services, 

and the rationalization of statutory law gradually 

substituted the rule of law for the much more arbi-

trary bent of party officialdom. Second, the civic ide-
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als of progressive reformers left an expansive, if 

much reduced, universe of charitable and civic en-

deavors to nonprofit organizations, but under simi-

larly altered terms and conditions. While reconciled 

to the persistence of a nonprofit sector marbled with 

parochial affiliations-religious and ethnic-

progressives generated an expansive superstructure 

of coordinating and standardization agencies atop 

formerly competitive charitable institutions. It was 

an age of federations that centralized charitable 

fundraising through metropolitan agencies like 

community chests (the forerunner of the United 

Way) and coordinated service provision through 

citywide associations like the Charity Organization 

Societies. This new civic ideal was decidedly cosmo-

politan, emphasizing tolerance and mutual accom-

modation among pluralistic, and sometimes antago-

nistic, charitable associations. The emphasis on in-

terfaith and interethnic cooperation also carried 

with it secular tendencies. The natural and social 

sciences, now supported in America’s reformed col-

leges and universities, increasingly afforded the 

knowledge base, technology, and legitimacy for ad-

vances in education, health, and social services.” 19 

3) The democratic ideal, one of the most fun-

damental individual rights protection “shield” holds 

a special place in the “Big Society” rhetoric and prac-

tice. Through deregulation the government aids citi-
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zens to develop their abilities and reach their full 

potential, gradually evolving into “Big Citizens”. 

“The democratic ideal extended the notion of 

citizenship beyond civil and political rights to in-

clude entitlements to health care, education, old-age 

pensions, and unemployment insurance, in addition 

to adequate housing and other basic necessities.” 20  

The democratic ideal gives birth to the sen-

timent of voluntarism, the basis on which the “Big 

Society” policy is built. 

4) The market ideal, includes certain reforms 

in the public as well as the private sector. More spe-

cifically:  

1. Shrinking government subsidies, 

2. Promoting the growth of private welfare plan 

3. Pro-marketization polices  

The implementation of these financial measures in-

spire a commercial transformation of the nonprofit 

sector. Faced with reduced public funding for non-

paying beneficiaries and steep competition for fee-

paying clients, economies retool for profitability. 

More specifically they: 

1) Reduce their service commitments to needy popu-

lations, 
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2) Promote aggressively marketed new services tai-

lored to attracting wealthier patrons and clients 

3) Establish for-profit subsidiaries to expand their 

revenue base  

4) Enter into joint ventures with business firms to 

develop and exploit new markets, especially in the 

fields of education, research, and health care.  

The aggregate effect of this commercial 

transformation of the nonprofit sector has been to 

blur the boundaries between for-profit and non-

profit enterprises. NPOs are colonizing markets once 

exclusively reserved for commercial firms. For-

profits have enlarged their presence in the realm of 

education, health, and social services—endeavors 

historically dominated by NPOs and government 

agencies—with the blessing of pro-market privatiza-

tion policies.  

 

 “Big Society” in Greece 
 

The political status quo in Greece in conjunc-

tion with the financial crisis, the immense public 

debt as well as the deficit should be considered 

drawbacks in the country's effort to develop a “Big 

Society” model. However, a notable attempt towards 

this direction is the existence of a specific legal 
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framework voted from the Hellenic Parliament, the 

law “Kallikratis”. 

The implementation of this law has achieved 

a swift shift of power from the central government to 

communities and municipalities. By 2016 only 10-

20% of community and municipality funding will 

come from the central government as they will be 

able to self-fund their needs and manage their 

budget in a way that enhances their development 

sector. With “Kallikratis” communities as well as 

municipalities will gradually develop their own tax 

system, adopt a branding policy and transform their 

unique business environment. 

This firm deregulation policy will potentially 

enable municipalities and communities: 

1) to reach their full potential by managing their own 

problems with their own budget 

2) spending their tax income where necessary  

3) create a pro-market/business legal framework  

4) implement an effective voluntary policy 

This operation can be achieved through pri-

vate capital as well as E.U. funding directly to the 

communities and the municipalities, eliminating 

central government intervention. 

In the same manner, citizens realize that the 

best and most feasible way to overcome their prob-
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lems is by providing and “imposing” solutions for 

their communities, for themselves. This mentality 

leads to the development of a voluntary policy with 2 

results: 

1. More effective management of the issues 

arising within the community/municipality. 

2. Avoiding central government spending as 

citizens take care of their needs in collaboration 

with their local government.  

A specific example of a successful big society 

attempt is the municipality of Amarousion, a suburb 

of Athens. Amarousion, has achieved significant re-

sults after the new law came into implementation. 

More specifically, the municipality launched several 

measures in order to enhance social unity, which 

due to the recessional policy of the central govern-

ment was in severe danger. These measures include: 

1. municipal transportation 

2. free healthcare through the program “Help at 

Home” 

3. creation of municipal-social enterprises  

4. a specific voluntary policy 

5. numerous community activities  

6. qualitative reforms reducing central govern-

ment intervention 
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7. the establishment of an economic system 

allowing autonomy and non-dependence from state 

funding 

All these acts were fulfilled due to a slight 

augmentation of municipal taxes and the implemen-

tation of E.U. Programs, thus European funding as 

well as the adoption of a pro-market policy attract-

ing social investment and private capital. 

 

Conclusions 
 

From Margaret Thatcher’s “No Society” to 

David Cameron’s “Big Society”, the conservative ver-

bal stance many vary but their ideological beliefs 

remain intact and in reality, Tory political initiatives 

aim towards the direction of preserving them.  

The communitarian ideal is still considered 

the basis on which the conservative society in 

forged, the values and principles of patriotism, hon-

est work and Christianity are the fundamental ele-

ments of the conservative ideology pyramid and a 

firm political and social deregulation enabling mu-

nicipalities and parishes to reach their full potential 

is on the process. 

Questions and answers. Facts and results. 

States and citizens. Society and individuals. Inter-
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vention and deregulation. Conservative communi-

tarianism and liberal paternalism. Hierarchy and 

voluntarism.  

From civil to civic, spending to managing, 

non-profit to profit development, central govern-

ment to local communities. 

All the prerequisites to build a modern and 

prosperous society, a Big Society. The political prac-

tice of the conservative ideology, the values and 

principles that keep people together and encourage 

them to coexist and cooperate for their country, 

community, neighborhood, for themselves. That is 

what Big Society is all about. 
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Appendix: Summing it all up - A renewal of 
British Conservatism 

 
In Great Britain, the conservative ideology 

today takes shape through the Big Society. It may 

seem paradoxical that the party which until the early 

90’s supported –at least at a verbal level- that there is 

no society, today seems to advocate a large and strong 

civil society. However, through its existing policy it is 

clear that the Conservative Party remains faithful to 

its values. 

The Big Society places the communitarian 

ideal as a fundamental feature of a modern society 

that frees the community, the neighborhood, the 

man from state intervention, while strengthening the 

ties between people and activating collective citizen 

action. The reduction of the state ‘volume’ is another 

key feature of this project. A ‘large’ state is 

dysfunctional, wasteful, bureaucratic. In contrast, the 

conservative management model promotes a ‘small,’ 

flexible and efficient state. Through decentralization, 

economic subsistence communities, active 

participation of citizens in social issues and 

developing a strong voluntary movement, the 

conservative party seeks a radical culture change, a 

revolution. 
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British Conservatives are directed at a 

restatement of key concepts and at giving them new 

content, adapted to today’s needs but always 

effectively in line with the traditional Christian 

values and all those principles that keep the people 

united. Therefore, the Big Society redefines what a 

citizen, a state, a society are, determines their 

responsibilities and the rules that govern their 

function. 

The citizen in the modern conservative 

approach as expressed through this project is not the 

person who merely pays taxes and respects the laws 

but a man who unites, collaborates, joins his fellow 

citizens and is willing to offer to his Homeland, town, 

neighborhood and ultimately to himself. A citizen of 

the Big Society is not a passive receiver of a policy but 

a participant in the shaping his fortune. One’s skills, 

ideas and willingness to offer are not to be 

outweighed by the state. Instead, the citizen is the 

one that covers the ‘gaps’ of the state apparatus, 

proposing solutions by taking initiatives and acting 

together with their fellow citizens. 

The state according to the conservative 

ideology must be a lever to mobilize and not a means 

to restrict social structures. Constant state 

intervention destroys more than it remedies. The 

cultivation of the culture that ‘the solution for 

everything rests with the State’ paralyzes, according 
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to the conservative perception, the social reflexes and 

impedes the Community initiative. On the contrary, 

an alternative model of governance with increased 

regional powers creates an environment that fosters 

social investments and harmonization of relevant 

policies to the needs of the communities. In fact, the 

message of the conservative project reverses the 

aforementioned stereotype: “People know the 

problems of their community because they live, grow, 

act in them and therefore can provide better 

solutions than the state.” 

Society as a concept is undoubtedly the 

reason conservatism exists. While other ideologies 

(e.g. Liberalism and Marxism) focus on the 

individual and his needs or on collectivism, 

conservatism defines society as a tool for achieving 

the objectives of the state and the citizens. Societies 

with active members, volunteers, without state 

intervention and strong links compose the 

conservative proposal for the organization and 

operation. Communitarianism, not statism is the 

answer to our problems. Conservatives seek 

economic self-support communities through 

volunteer programs, the subsidizing of social 

investment and the inflow of private capital by 

creating an appropriate investment environment. 

The Big Society is in fact a specific, thorough 

conservative proposal releasing structures of social 
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constitution, favoring the willingness to offer, talent, 

imagination and citizens' ideas. The community is 

reduced to the absolute source of action, decision 

making and genuine democracy. A participatory 

model of democracy in which everyone is involved 

and everyone has something to offer. 

Despite the misconception that conservatism 

means the mere maintenance of situations and 

stereotypes, it actually seeks change, evolution, 

prosperity in all areas of social and political life. 

Keeping the principles, values and ideals of the past, 

all those elements that unite citizens, state and 

society, conservatism seeks success in the future 

through the positive features of the past. 

The 180 years of the Conservative Party are 

considered a milestone for global political and 

ideological history—and the task of the Big Society is 

what seals the coexistence of politics and ideology. 

Moreover, if we have learned anything from the rich 

conservative history, it is that politics without a clear 

ideological background cannot exist._ 

 


